
Style is back in fashion.
Enough with the sweatpants. It’s time to bring back the bling with our new fashion reward 

collection. Gorgeous jewellery, cute handbags, spring jackets, smart (and smart-looking) 

watches, and of course, a great range of stylish sunglasses for the brighter days ahead.  

To help inspire you, we’ve collected just a few of our favorite fashion finds below.

Apple Watch Series 6 GPS, 44mm 
Space Gray Aluminum Case

The Apple Watch Series 6 is here, with an all-new blood 

oxygen sensor, ECG app, a 2.5x brighter always-on 

screen and even faster performance. It’s the stylish 

health and wellness companion for anyone who wants 

a more active lifestyle. The Apple Watch now also 

includes sleep tracking, a handwashing timer, new 

workout types, fun watch faces, compass and altimeter. 

It’s even water resistant to 50 meters.
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Michael Kors Jan Sunglasses

The right pair of shades can totally turn your day around. 

These trendy Michael Kors Jan Sunglasses are the stylish 

way to strut through the warmer months. Made of 

light and smooth acetate, these sunglasses feature the 

Michael Kors logo at the temples, chic stud detailing and 

a Dark Tortoise frame design. Each brown gradient lens is 

a generous 55mm wide.

The North Face Men’s  
Canyonlands Full Zip

The Canyonlands Jacket is a durable full zip fleece for 

midweight warmth without the extra weight. This jacket 

is made from a stretch material that allows for greater 

range of mobility. It features a standard fit, smooth-face 

fleece with a brushed backer for comfort, a reverse-coil-

zip chest pocket with detail for added durability and 

exposed, reverse-coil hand pocket zips and micro-elastic 

binding at collar and back hem.

Bose Noise Cancelling  
Headphones 700

The world can be a noisy place, but slip on the Bose Noise 

Cancelling Headphones 700, and you’ll enter an oasis 

of quiet. With 11 levels of noise cancelation, astonishing 

music fidelity and unrivaled voice pickup, these 

headphones help turn any space into the perfect place to 

listen to tunes, get work done, or just shut out the world 

for a few moments and relax. You can even tap into the 

Google Assistant or Alexa.
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Power2Motivate is a global leader in reward and recognition management and has been a full incentive 

specialist for over 25 years. We assist clients with concept development, program design, promotions 

implementations and more! Looking to find out more about our reward offerings, reach out to the team today!

Armani Exchange Ladies Chronograph 
Dress Watch

When it’s time for classic style, slip on an Armani Exchange 

ladies collection watch. This petite 36mm Lady Banks 

chronograph features a gold-tone stainless steel case 

with sparkling Swarovski stone indexes and date window 

on a gleaming gold dial. Protected by a scratch-resistant 

mineral crystal, this watch is also water resistant to 50 

meters and comes with a 16mm wide band.

The Timbuk2 Authority Pack

This stylishly rugged backpack is a true bring-the-

office-with-you bag. It’s got compartments and 

pockets of all sizes to fit everything (up to a 17” laptop) 

that your day job and side gig may need. The Authority 

Pack is thoughtfully designed with sturdy backpack 

straps, a soft grab handle, water resistant base fabric, 

tuck-away sternum straps, and an air mesh back panel 

to keep your dress shirt dry. 
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